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D. =ExtendedPriceField:.:NewSysFile * No_of_Records 
Field:NewSysFileD.=ExtendedPriceField:.:NewSysFile * No_of_Records 
Field:NewSysFile 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 52 

When a map target is an XML document, which of the following is always TRUE?
 

A. When mapping into a Xerces type tree, the schema must be present at run time. 
B. When mapping into a Xerces type tree, the root element of the schema will be 
the first component of the Global choice group. 
C. When mapping into a native XML schema, empty elements will be created for 
elements with minOccurs=0 when the rule evaluates to NONE. 
D. When mapping into a native XML schema, namespace references used in the 
schema will be automatically created in the output instance document. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 53 
What is the difference between the INT function and the ROUND function? The 
INT function always discards the decimal, and the ROUND function: 

A. rounds up and then always discards the decimal. 
B. rounds up or down and then always discards decimal places. 
C. rounds up or down to the number of decimal places specified. 
D. discards unwanted decimal places and then rounds up or down. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 54 
A map is being developed to process input data that contains invoices and purchase 
orders. The first five records of the data are provided here: 
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The characters INV in the second field identify the record as an invoice. The 
characters PO from the second field identify the record as a purchase order. The 
application requires only processing purchase orders. Which function can be used 
in the functional map call to process only the purchase orders? 

A. UNIQUE 
B. LOOKUP 
C. CHOOSE  
D. EXTRACT 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 55 
What is the difference between a map called using the RUN function and a 
functional map? 

A. A map called using the RUN function is a compiled map, a functional map is 
not. 
B. A map called using the RUN function is referenced by another map through a 
map rule, a functional map is not 
C. The data sources and target settings are not ignored in a map called using the 
RUN function, they are ignored in a functional map. 
D. The definition for a map called using the RUN function does not need to be in 
the same map source file as the executable map, the functional map definition 
does. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 56 
In addition to the adapters, what WebSphere Transformation Extender component 
would be needed in a production environment? 

A. Design Studio 
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B. Transformation Engine 
C. Integration Flow Designer 
D. Database Interface Designer 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 57 
Which product is used to develop and test WebSphere Transformation Extender 
maps and type trees? 

A. Design Studio 
B. Business Modeler 
C. Integration Developer 
D. Integration Flow Designer 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 58 
If a map contains two input cards with default settings and the second card fails 
validation, what happens to the map execution? 

A. The map fails. 
B. The map executes successfully. 
C. The map execution continues the mapping process. 
D. Trace and Audit log will turn on to capture the error. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 59 
Which of the following items apply to the two statements here? ?Pre-built 
templates that comply with the latest standards and data validation ?Decrease 
implementation time 

A. Industry Packs 
B. Enterprise Packs 
C. Imported Type Trees 
D. Trees created from scratch 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 60 

Which setting has the MOST negative impact on map performance?
 

A. Backup 
B. Audit Log 
C. Map Retry 
D. Map Trace 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 61 
Which Design Studio function CANNOT be completed using command line 
utilities? 

A. Export type trees and maps. 
B. Compile maps for the z/OS platform. 
C. Logical and Structural analysis of type trees. 
D. Create a type tree using the text file importer. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 62 
Which WebSphere Transformation Extender stand-alone engine has the following 
characteristics? 
 Can be run on a variety of platforms 
 Can be triggered by a time event 
 Can run multiple instances of the same map at the same time 

A. Launcher 
B. Map Designer 
C. Command Server 
D. WebSphere Transformation Extender for Application Programming 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 63 
The example here shows three records of a file. Each record is terminated with a 
<NL> character. The file is not limited to a specific number of records. CMS 
Business Systems S30093467390212200815AN<NL> CMS Business Systems 
S40073617390628200817NN<NL> CMS Business Systems 
S40073617390628200817NN<NL> 
The type tree has been constructed with two groups named File and Record. Which 
of the following options BEST defines the format and component syntax properties 
for the two groups? 

A. The File component is defined as Format = Explicit and Component Syntax = 
Fixed; the Record component is defined as Format = Explicit and Component 
Syntax = Fixed 
B. The File component is defined as Format = Explicit and Component Syntax = 
None; the Record component is defined as Format = Explicit and Component 
Syntax = None 
C. The File component is defined as Format = Implicit and Component Syntax = 
None; the Record component is defined as Format = Explicit and Component 
Syntax = Fixed. 
D. The File component is defined as Format = Implicit and Component Syntax = 
Fixed; the Record component is defined as Format = Implicit and Component 
Syntax = None 

Answer: C 
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